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ABSTRACT
The treatment for endometrial cancer is rapidly 
evolving with the development of molecular analysis 
and novel strategies. Surgical resection, cytotoxic 
chemotherapy, endocrine or hormonal treatment, 
and radiation have been the staples of treatment 
for decades. However, precision based approaches 
for tumours are rapidly becoming a part of these 
strategies. Biomarker driven treatments are now a 
part of primary and recurrent treatment algorithms. 
This review aims to describe the current state of 
molecular analysis and treatment for endometrial 
cancer as well as to elucidate potential approaches 
for the near future.

Introduction
Endometrial cancer is the most common gynaecolog-
ical malignancy in the US with an estimated 66 000 
new cases (2022 estimates) annually.1 Globally, it is 
the sixth most common cancer, with 417 000 new 
cases and 97 000 deaths in 2020.2

Evidence reporting
Despite recent advances and novel treatments, 
survival for endometrial cancer has decreased in 
the past 10 years and represents one of the few 
cancers with an impaired survival.1 Uterine cancer 
is one of the few cancers with an increase in overall 
mortality, with a rise of 1.7% over the past 10 years.3 
Common risk factors for endometrial cancer include 
obesity, states of unopposed oestrogen (eg, obesity, 
polycystic ovary syndrome), early menarche or 
late menopause, and hereditary cancer syndromes 
including Lynch and Cowden’s syndrome. Treatment 
for endometrial cancer has historically been related 
to the known histopathological risk factors of the 
tumour that might indicate better or worse recur-
rence risk. However, over the past decade, molec-
ular analysis and molecular driven treatments have 
become an important aspect of patient directed care 
in endometrial cancer. This review summarises the 
known current molecular aberrations of endometrial 
cancer and associated treatment options. It high-
lights the current clinical trial landscape and poten-
tial therapeutic shifts based on molecular analysis. 
This review is aimed towards patients and healthcare 
providers.

Uterine histopathological status
Uterine factors, histopathological features, and 
cancer stage continue to be important factors of 

risk stratification in endometrial cancer. Several 
studies have examined the importance of numerous 
factors and have shown that grade, depth of inva-
sion, presence or absence of lymphovascular space 
invasion, tumour size, and lower uterine segment 
involvement are all prognostic factors for survival 
and recurrence.4–7 These tenets help stratify patients 
into low, intermediate, high intermediate, and high 
risk criteria for adjuvant treatment.6 Today, patients 
at low risk are recommended for observation alone 
while those at high intermediate risk and high risk 
(advanced stage, serous or clear cell histology, grade 
3 with deep invasion) are advised for more aggres-
sive adjuvant treatments. The importance of chemo-
therapy with consideration of radiation for adjuvant 
treatment in the high risk population has been eval-
uated in several studies with recent reports from 
the GOG 258 and PORTEC- 3 trials8 9 establishing 
current standards of care based on histopathology 
and stage. The current standard cytotoxic treatment 
in advanced and recurrent endometrial cancer is 
carboplatin and paclitaxel.10 Second line options 
for chemotherapy are limited in endometrial cancer, 
with poor response rates of about 15%.11

Molecular classification
Newer risk stratification models aimed at improving 
treatment algorithms for patients with endometrial 
cancer are centred around molecular classification. 
The Cancer Genome Atlas was the first to evaluate 
a large number of cancers through whole genome 
sequencing, including endometrial cancer.12 The 
Cancer Genome Atlas identified four subgroups of 
endometrial cancer with distinct genetic profiles: 
DNA polymerase ε (POLE, ultramutated), microsat-
ellite instability (MSI, hypermutated), copy number 
low, and copy number high. Critically, the Cancer 
Genome Atlas showed that clinical outcomes were 
closely tied to these molecular subgroups. The 
initial Cancer Genome Atlas used whole genome 
sequencing for evaluation, which is not clinically 
or economically feasible on a large population base 
scale. However, multiple groups have since vali-
dated an equivalent molecular analysis using more 
feasible techniques of immunohistochemistry and 
Sanger or next generation sequencing analysis.13–15 
Specifically, the ProMisE (proactive molecular risk 
classifier for endometrial cancer) technique has been 
proven to be a reliable method to identify tumours 
into the four subclassifications of the Cancer Genome 
Atlas (figure  1).15 Based on the knowledge gained 
from this classification system, current guidelines 
from the National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
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recommend universal testing for mismatch repair 
(MMR) or MSI status and acknowledge potential 
benefit to further molecular analysis of tumour 
protein TP53 and POLE status.16

Sources and selection criteria
We obtained data for ongoing clinical trials by 
searching  ClinicalTrials. gov and using the terms 
"uterine cancer," "endometrial cancer," or "molec-
ular classification." We excluded single site clinical 
trials and trials that had a focus on in vitro analysis. 
We prioritised phase 2 and 3 clinical trials. For the 
molecular analysis sections, we performed a PubMed 
and Medline search from 2010 to April 2022 using 
the molecular analysis terms associated and listed in 
each subgroup heading. Systematic and biomarker 
specific reviews were prioritised. We excluded publi-
cations not published in English and excluded edito-
rials and other non- interventional evaluations.

Molecular analysis effects on treatment
Polymerase ε
The novel subgroup of endometrial cancers defined 
in the Cancer Genome Atlas by mutations in POLE 
and by a considerably high burden of somatic muta-
tions (>100 mutations per megabase) captured clin-
ical interest initially after showing no recurrences 
within the Cancer Genome Atlas cohort (n=17).12 
Subsequent reports from multiple additional cohorts 
have identified that recurrences do occur in POLE 
mutated tumours at low frequencies.15 17–21 The POLE 
enzyme is responsible for high fidelity replication; 
therefore, mutations within the exonuclease domain 
region lead to high mutation burden, increased 
neo- antigens, and improved immune surveillance—
likely in part to explain the improved outcomes that 
have been reported.22 About 5- 10% of endometrial 
cancers have a POLE mutation and these occur more 
frequently in endometrioid histology and at a younger 
age. The histopathological findings in POLE mutated 
tumours tend to have more aggressive features 
including higher grade, depth of invasion, as well as 
lymph vascular space invasion. Consequently, many 

POLE mutated tumours that have been reported have 
received adjuvant treatment.15 17–21

It remains unclear whether the improved outcomes 
observed in POLE mutated endometrial cancers are 
associated with an improved response to treatment 
or improved immune surveillance that would have 
prevented recurrence regardless of treatment. The 
improved outcomes and biological rationale for 
these observations as well as the available retro-
spective data, although limited, have led to the treat-
ment concept of de- escalation treatment for POLE 
mutated endometrial cancer. McAlpine et al reported 
an individual patient data meta- analysis of patients 
with endometrial cancer and POLE mutations that 
included 294 pathogenic POLE mutated tumours. 
The authors concluded that adjuvant treatment did 
not appear to benefit endometrial cancer and that 
recurrences had a high sustained salvage rate. Eleven 
patients had recurrences in their report, and about 
60% of patients received adjuvant treatment.23 In 
the PORTEC- 3 phase 3 randomised trial, researchers 
recently reported molecular subgroup data on 410 
high risk patients receiving adjuvant radiotherapy 
with and without chemotherapy.24 In the POLE 
mutated classification the authors reported only 
one recurrence among the 51 patients with endo-
metrial cancer. Thus, clear data indicate that POLE 
mutated tumours have improved outcomes; however, 
the contribution of adjuvant treatment remains 
unknown. De- escalation with foregoing traditional, 
pathology based risk factors in favour of molecular 
subtyping, including POLE, is currently being evalu-
ated in multiple clinical trials including PORTEC- 4a 
(NCT03469674), TAPER (NCT04705649), and the 
TransPORTEC RAINBO study. These trials will hope-
fully provide guidance for the safety of de- escalation 
treatment.

Other important clinical factors should be consid-
ered when integrating POLE testing into clinical 
decision making. Firstly, POLE testing currently 
can only be accomplished by sequencing strategies 
(next generation sequencing or targeted Sanger 
sequencing), and in- house testing strategies have yet 
to be widely adopted. Secondly, only select mutations 
have been associated with the ultramutated pheno-
type. Eleven well defined pathogenic POLE muta-
tions have been described, with P286R and V411L 
being the most common hot spot mutations (ie, a 
mutation that occurs considerably more frequently 
than expected from background frequency). All 
pathogenic mutations are located within the exonu-
clease domain region (exons 9, 11, 13, and 14), 
and mutations that are non- pathogenic have worse 
outcomes than pathogenic mutations (hazard ratio 
3.42; P<0.01).23 25 Finally, POLE mutations might 
also coincide with other molecular features such as 
TP53 mutations or defects in mismatch repair genes. 
In these circumstances with so- called multiple clas-
sifiers, a pathogenic POLE mutation status can be 

Figure 1 | Steps of molecular classification using the ProMisE (proactive molecular 
risk classifier for endometrial cancer) technique to classify endometrial cancers using 
immunohistochemistry and Sanger sequencing techniques. MMR=mismatch repair; 
POLE=polymerase ε; IHC=immunochemistry; EDM=exonuclease domain mutations; 
TP53=tumour protein p53. Figure adapted with permission15
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considered the driver for molecular classification and 
thus would be the first step in a pragmatic hierarchal 
approach.25 26

If recurrence does occur, POLE mutated tumours 
have high salvage rates.23 Furthermore, their excep-
tionally high burden of somatic tumour mutations 
make them excellent candidates for immunotherapy 
if cytotoxic treatment is unsuccessful. The efficacy of 
immunotherapy strategies in POLE mutated tumours 
has been reported, and use of immunotherapy 
should be considered in people who have relapsed 
endometrial cancer with POLE mutations.27–29

Mismatch repair deficiency or proficiency and 
microsatellite instability
The MMR pathway is a multiprotein pathway through 
which cells recognise and repair DNA damage. The 
MMR system comprises a series of specific DNA 
mismatch repair enzymes and are usually dependent 
on four key genes; mutL homologue 1 (MLH1), post- 
meiotic segregation increased 2 (PMS2), mutS homo-
logue 2 (MSH2), and mutS 6 (MSH6).30 Mutations 
in any of the genes can be hereditary (commonly 
known as Lynch syndrome) or somatic, and loss 
of protein expression can also be due to epigenetic 
silencing. Defects in the MMR pathway result in the 
accumulation of hundreds to thousands of muta-
tions throughout the genome and are therefore 
oncogenic. MSI refers to the cellular phenotype of 
hypermutability (ie, MSI- H) that results from MMR 
deficiency (dMMR). As such, the terms dMMR and 
MSI- H are often used interchangeably, although the 
dMMR refers to the genotype and MSI- H refers to the 
resulting phenotype.31

About 20- 30% of endometrial cancers are caused 
by dMMR or MSI- H.12 32 Of these, about 3- 5% are 
hereditary (Lynch syndrome) while the remainder 
are somatic (double somatic mutation or epigenetic 
silencing of the MLH1 gene).31 MMR status has been 
shown to have both prognostic and therapeutic 
implications for patients with endometrial cancer.

Endometrial tumours with mismatch deficiency
MMR deficiency can be oncogenic, but also creates 
neoantigens that can make the tumours susceptible 
to immunotherapies. Immunotherapy checkpoint 
inhibition of programed death receptor 1 (PD- 1) is the 
prime example of immunotherapy, where the body’s 
immune system is used against tumour cells. dMMR/
MSI- H is an effective biomarker for PD- 1 blockade 
treatment with strong correlation to effectiveness in 
endometrial cancer.33 Initial studies across tumour 
types have shown that dMMR tumours are often 
susceptible to PD- 1 blockade. The first large scale, 
prospective study on this topic enrolled patients 
with any MSI- H solid tumour, including endometrial 
cancer, who had failed previous treatment. Of the 
15 patients with endometrial carcinoma enrolled in 

the study, the objective response rate was 52% and 
the disease control rate was 73%, including three 
complete responses and five partial responses.34

Based on this trial, the US Food and Drug 
Administration approved pembrolizumab as treat-
ment for any unresectable or metastatic dMMR/
MSI- H solid tumours (site agnostic) that have 
progressed after previous treatment or do not have 
alternative treatments available.16 35 Subsequent 
work enrolling a larger number of MSI- H endometrial 
cancers has been similarly favourable. Keynote- 158, 
a prospective, open label, phase 2 trial enrolled 49 
patients with MSI- H endometrial cancer who had 
failed previous treatment. All participants received 
single agent pembrolizumab. The study found a 57% 
objective response rate and median progression- free 
survival rate 26 months in the recurrent setting.36 
More recent long term follow- up of this trial reported 
on 79 patients with an objective response rate of 48% 
(14% complete response and 24% partial response) 
with a duration of response of ≥3 years for 68% of 
patients.37

Dostarlimab is a second PD- 1 inhibitor with recent 
accelerated FDA approval for patients with dMMR/
MSI- H recurrent endometrial cancer. In the GARNET 
trial, researchers evaluated 71 patients and observed 
a 42.3% objective response rate with 12.7% 
complete response and 29.6% partial response; 93% 
of patients had a duration of response of at least six 
months.38 The use of PD- 1 and programmed death 
ligand 1 (PD- L1) blockade has become standard of 
care for patients with dMMR/MSI- H recurrent endo-
metrial cancer who have received previous cytotoxic 
treatment.

Endometrial tumours with mismatch repair 
proficiency
Although promising for dMMR/MSI- H tumours, 
single agent PD- 1 blockade is substantially less effec-
tive for tumours that are MMR proficient (pMMR) or 
microsatellite stable (MSS). In a phase 1 trial of single 
agent pembrolizumab in PD- L1 positive endometrial 
cancer, of which 18 of 19 tumours were MSS, the 
objective response rate was 13%, and progression- 
free survival was 1.8 months.39 Similarly, in a phase 
2 study of durvalumab (PD- L1 inhibitor), the pMMR 
cohort (36 patients) had only a 3% objective tumour 
response rate and a substantially lower progression- 
free survival than the dMMR cohort (35 patients).40

Despite the poor results of single agent immuno-
therapy, the landmark evaluation of combination 
lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab has changed the 
landscape for treatment in MMR/MSS recurrent endo-
metrial cancer. In this circumstance, the absence of 
a molecular marker (MSI- H or dMMR) would triage 
to this combination treatment. Initial evaluation of 
this combination was a single arm, phase 2 trial of 
lenvatinib (an oral multikinase inhibitor of vascular 
endothelial growth factor receptors 1- 3, FGFR 1- 4, 
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platelet derived growth factor receptor α, RET, and 
KIT) in combination with pembrolizumab. Enrolment 
was limited to patients who had received up to two 
lines of previous treatment but included patients 
with both MSS and MSI- H tumours. Of the 94 patients 
with MSS tumours included in analysis, the objective 
response rate was 37% and median progression- free 
survival was 7.4 months. The objective response rate 
was 64% with median progression- free survival 18.9 
months among the 11 patients with MSI- H tumours. 
Toxicity occurred with 67% of patients having grade 
3 or 4 treatment related toxicity—most commonly 
hypertension (31%), fatigue (7%), and diarrhoea 
(7%).41

The follow- up confirmatory trial was Keynote 
775, which evaluated the combination versus physi-
cians' treatment of choice chemotherapy. Of the 827 
patients, 697 had pMMR tumours. In the pMMR popu-
lation, progression- free survival was 6.6 versus 3.8 
months (hazard ratio 0.60; 95% confidence interval 
0.50 to 0.72; P<0.001) in favour of lenvatinib and 
pembrolizumab. Similarly, overall survival improved 
in patients with pMMR tumours receiving the drug 
combination compared with physician's choice of 
chemotherapy (17.4 v 12.0 months (0.68; 0.56 to 
0.84); P<0.001). The objective response rate was 
30.3% versus 15.1%.11 Arguably, this combination 
of lenvatinib and pembrolizumab has become the 
standard of care for patients with recurrent pMMR 
endometrial cancers who have previously received 
carboplatin and paclitaxel treatment.

Copy number low (or no specific molecular profile)
Of the four defined molecular classes in the 
Cancer Genome Atlas, the so- called copy number 
low or endometrioid- like group of endometrial 
cancers is the most common. In the clinical 
testing strategies that have been developed to 
parallel the Cancer Genome Atlas findings, the 
copy number low group is the default grouping 
for tumours without a POLE mutation, abnormal 
TP53, or dMMR/MSI- H (figure  1). This grouping 
has also been termed as having no specific molec-
ular profile. The prognosis of this molecular class 
has been intermediate, and this large molecular 
grouping should have future opportunity for 
further stratification and therapeutic planning.

The grouping with no specific molecular profile 
is composed mostly of lower grade tumours with 
positive oestrogen/progesterone receptors and 
low tumour mutational burdens when compared 
with the POLE and dMMR/MSI- H groupings. The 
copy number low group includes frequent muta-
tions in PTEN, CTNNB1, PIK3CA, ARID1A, and 
KRAS. Further risk stratification of this molecular 
group has been proposed and is being incorpo-
rated in clinical trial designs, including CTNNB1 
and L1CAM. Mutations in CTNNB1 are associ-
ated with poorer prognosis within this molecular 

grouping42–44; in PORTEC- 4a, CTNNB1 can be 
used as a triage for therapeutic decision making 
between vaginal brachytherapy and observation 
in endometrial cancer at high intermediate risk.45 
Furthermore, CTNNB1 might also provide thera-
peutic guidance beyond risk as well. In GOG86P, 
a randomized phase II study of 349 patients, 
CTNNB1 mutations were evaluated and identified 
in 26% of patients; the patients with CTNNB1 
mutated tumours had the largest benefit of beva-
cizumab, suggesting opportunities for therapeutic 
decision making based on molecular features 
beyond the main molecular classes.46 Similarly, 
in the evaluation of everolimus and letrozole in 
a phase 2 trial of 38 patients,47 Slomovitz et al 
described four patients with CTNNB1 mutations 
responded to everolimus and letrozole treatment, 
suggesting that this approach can be impor-
tant for this more aggressive tumour molecular 
feature. Additionally, novel therapeutic strategies 
have been reported, including inhibition of the 
Wnt/β catenin pathway in tumours with CTNNB1 
mutations, and are promising strategies for future 
therapeutic development.48

The inclusion in the molecular class with no 
specific molecular profile also suggests other 
therapeutic strategies that are not as reliant on 
the above mentioned molecular findings. For 
instance, tumours in the copy number low group 
have a high proportion of hormone receptor posi-
tivity. This factor, along with the associated histo-
logical lower grade tumours associated with the 
molecular class, make hormonal or endocrine 
treatment an appealing option. This treatment is 
well tolerated and modestly effective in low grade 
tumours in the recurrent or metastatic setting. 
Hormonal or endocrine therapeutic strategies 
can also leverage molecular findings within this 
molecular class (eg, frequent mutations observed 
in phosphatidylinositol- 3- kinase (PI3K)/protein 
kinase B (Akt)/ mammalian target rapamycin 
(mTOR) pathway). Slomovitz et al reported their 
results of a phase 2 trial of 38 patients demon-
strating the efficacy of adding the mTOR inhibitor 
everolimus to endocrine treatment with letrozole 
with a response rate of 32%.47

Another novel combination with hormone 
therapy that has made recent advances is the 
cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) 4/6 inhibitors. 
The PALEO trial combined palbociclib with letro-
zole in a randomised, double blind, placebo 
controlled phase 2 trial of 77 patients, and found 
the combination improved progression- free 
survival to 8.3 months versus 3.0 months when 
compared with letrozole with placebo (hazard 
ratio 0.56; 95% confidence interval 0.32 to 0.98; 
P=0.041).49 Similar results were found with the 
combination of abemaciclib and letrozole showing 
a 30% partial response and 75% clinical benefit 
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rate in a phase 2 study of 30 patients.50 With the 
low response rates observed in high grade and 
non- endometrioid tumours, our understanding of 
molecular markers could continue to complement 
development of hormonal or endocrine treat-
ment strategies. The incorporation of hormonal 
or endocrine treatment within this group is being 
examined in the TransPORTEC RAINBO trial, in 
which patients will be randomised to adjuvant 
chemoradiation versus radiation with hormonal 
or endocrine treatment for the group with no 
specific molecular profile.

The group with no specific molecular profile 
is the most heterogenous; therefore, improved 
understanding of additional molecular and 
pathological characteristics to guide treatment 
will continue to be an area of interest. While this 
group will include a large proportion of low grade, 
early stage, endometrial cancers likely to be cured 
from surgery alone, a percentage of women who 
have tumours with no specific molecular profile 
and with higher risk histological features will 
require more intensive treatments.

Copy number high
The molecular classification of copy number 
high or serous- like endometrial cancers from 
the Cancer Genome Atlas was determined by 
extensive molecular characterisation, including 
evaluation of >1.3 million single nucleotide poly-
morphisms to determine copy number status. 
People with tumours in the molecular class of 
copy number high had the poorest progression- 
free survival of the four Cancer Genome Atlas 
groups, and there has been interest in clinically 
accessible identification of this molecular group 
to allow for improved treatment strategies. In the 
Cancer Genome Atlas, the majority (46/60) of 
these tumours were histologically serous or had 
mixed histology as expected by TP53 mutations. 
However, 14 endometrioid histology cases were 
identified in this subgroup and probably identify 
a previously unrecognised population for which 
clinically meaningful interventions can be imple-
mented.12 24 Understanding that the methods 
of the Cancer Genome Atlas were not clinically 
feasible, researchers have evaluated surrogate 
markers for the molecular class. An observation 
of the copy number high group was that TP53 
mutations were frequent and with this in mind, 
several groups have evaluated TP53 status either 
through sequencing or with immunohistochem-
istry.15 21 In a recent analysis of the GOG- 86P 
cohort, including 213 patients from the phase 2 
trial, the concordance of TP53 by next genera-
tion sequencing and immunohistochemistry was 
88%. This concordance was improved to 92% 
when multiple classifiers of POLE and dMMR were 
removed.51

A possible clinical challenge with increasing 
assessment of TP53 status is the discordant find-
ings of low grade histology with TP53 abnormal-
ities or high grade histology with normal TP53 
status. The relative rarity of low grade histology 
tumours that also harbour TP53 abnormalities 
suggests that we are unlikely to be able to defin-
itively resolve this discrepancy; however, TP53 
normal tumours continue to be reported in high 
risk endometrial cancers. In a recent cohort study 
of 367 patients, Leon- Castillo and colleagues 
reported the prognostic relevance of molecular 
classification in high grade endometrial cancer 
for patients staged by lymphadenectomy and 
without adjuvant treatment.52 In the 367 patients 
with high risk cases, 44% were classified as 
having p53 abnormal tumours, and 16.6% were 
classified as having tumours with no specific 
molecular profile, which were TP53 wild type. 
The outcomes between these two groups were the 
same, with a five year recurrence rate of 41.5% for 
the TP53 abnormal group and 37.9% for the group 
with no specific molecular profile. These data 
suggest that molecular testing will likely continue 
to be complementary to traditional clinical- 
pathological features in prognostic and treatment 
counselling and that TP53 status cannot be eval-
uated independent of other features.

The mounting evidence suggests that TP53 
alterations, regardless of method of detection, 
elicit a poorer prognosis.12 15 21 53 54 Escalation of 
treatment or targeted strategies for those tumours 
with a TP53 alterations could provide an opportu-
nity to improve outcomes in this high risk group. 
Data from the PORTEC- 3 phase 3 trial once again 
provided insight into treatment effect by molec-
ular class. In PORTEC- 3, TP53 status as deter-
mined by immunohistochemistry had the poorest 
outcomes among endometrial cancers already 
deemed as high risk.24 Furthermore, of the four 
molecular classes, those in the TP53 abnormal 
group were the only group that derived a benefit 
from the addition of chemotherapy to radiation. 
These findings suggest that increased intensity of 
treatment (or at least cytotoxic treatment) could 
have a clinically meaningful benefit even in early 
stage disease. In PORTEC- 3, 58 of the 93 indi-
viduals with TP53 abnormal tumours had early 
stage disease, and in an exploratory subanalysis, 
the benefit of adding chemotherapy to radiation 
remained significant (P<0.001) for recurrence- 
free survival in these patients with early stage 
tumours.

While intensity of treatment or addition of cyto-
toxic chemotherapy (as was done in PORTEC- 324) 
provides an opportunity to potentially improve 
outcomes, more targeted approaches to treat-
ment could provide additional improvements in 
survival. TP53 as a biomarker for treatment was 
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evaluated in the GOG86P study.55 This explora-
tory study of the phase 2 GOG86P study evalua-
tion of 349 patients by Leslie et al reported that 
chemotherapy with bevacizumab could enhance 
progression- free survival and overall survival for 
patients with mutated TP53 tumours. This hypoth-
esis generating evaluation provides evidence that 
molecular findings such as TP53 might not only 
provide insight in prognosis but also be used for 
therapeutic decision making.

The success of poly- ADP ribose polymerase 
(PARP) inhibitors in ovarian cancer has led to 
the examination of a possible role of this class of 
treatment in endometrial cancer. While several 
ongoing clinical trials are being undertaken, 
TP53 status has been suggested as a biomarker 
for PARP inhibitor use. There are currently limited 
data to suggest the prevalence of homologous 
recombination deficiency (HRD) in endometrial 
cancer. While some studies have reported rates of 
HRD in the 46- 53% range, only 15% of the Cancer 
Genome Atlas cohort was determined to have an 
HRD- like phenotype.56–58 Furthermore, the defi-
nition of HRD in endometrial cancer has yet to be 
defined, and it is likely to be different than the 
scores more commonly used in ovarian cancer.

Furthermore, TP53 mutated tumours might 
signal further molecular findings of clinical 
importance. For instance, human epidermal 
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)/neu amplifica-
tion is highly associated with the TP53 abnormal 
subgroup regardless of histology; thus, those 
patients with high risk tumours that have TP53 
abnormalities and HER2/neu amplification could 
benefit from the addition of trastuzumab even 
in non- serous histology.59 Given the US National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network's recommenda-
tions for trastuzumab in serous carcinomas based 
on the work by Fader et al, continued investiga-
tion of biomarker driven therapeutics will likely 
extend beyond the histological diagnosis.16 60

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2/neu
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 
(HER2/neu) is a receptor tyrosine protein kinase 
(erbB- 2) that is encoded by the ERBB2 gene and 
is overexpressed in roughly 20- 60% of uterine 
serous carcinomas, 30- 60% of uterine clear cell 
carcinomas, and offers a therapeutic target.61 
Trastuzumab is a humanised monoclonal anti-
body that targets HER2/neu, with demonstrated 
efficacy in other tumours with HER2/neu overex-
pression including breast and gastric cancers.61

Initial evaluation in a phase 2 trial of 286 
patients of single agent trastuzumab in advanced 
and recurrent endometrial cancer overexpressing 
HER2/neu showed no progression- free or overall 
survival benefit.62 However, trastuzumab in 
combination with standard- of- care carboplatin 

and paclitaxel in uterine serous carcinomas with 
HER2/neu overexpression has demonstrated effi-
cacy. A randomised, phase 2 trial published in 
2020 evaluated six cycles of carboplatin and pacl-
itaxel with or without trastuzumab maintenance, 
in patients with newly diagnosed stage III or IV 
or recurrent uterine serous carcinomas overex-
pressing HER2/neu. Of the 58 patients in the eval-
uation, progression- free survival was 8.0 months 
in the control arm versus 12.9 months for those 
also receiving trastuzumab. Of the 48 patients 
treated in the primary setting, progression- free 
survival was 9.3 months versus 17.7 months 
in favour of the arm with trastuzumab. Overall 
survival also improved to 29.6 months from 
24.2 months (hazard ratio 0.58; 90% confidence 
interval 0.34 to 0.99; P=0.046). Toxicity was 
similar with and without trastuzumab.63

As described above, studies so far have demon-
strated efficacy in targeting HER2/neu as a 
biomarker in advanced and recurrent disease. 
Erickson et al have described the potential impor-
tance of this biomarker in early stage disease 
prognosis. They showed that HER2/neu positivity 
is associated with worse progression- free survival 
and overall survival in stage I uterine serous 
carcinomas, in a multicentre cohort study of 169 
patients.64 A confirmatory phase 3 trial evalu-
ating chemotherapy plus HER2 targeting agents 
for patients with early stage disease as well as 
non- serous histologies with HER2/neu overex-
pression and amplification is in development as 
GY026 (NCT05256225).

Future of molecular analysis
The Cancer Genome Atlas subclassifications have 
clear clinical implications. However, as knowledge of 
molecular classification expands, additional markers 
with potential therapeutic implications are eluci-
dated. These approaches could include PIK3/AKT/
mTOR pathway alterations; homologous recombina-
tion deficiency (HRD) genes; and L1CAM, ARID1A, 
and CCNE1 (cyclin E1) amplifications.

The PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is the most 
commonly altered pathway in oestrogen derived 
endometrial cancer.65 The pathway is oncogenic 
via promotion of cell growth and proliferation, 
reduction in apoptosis, and increase in angiogen-
esis.66 This pathway is regulated by PTEN, a tumour 
suppressor gene that is mutated in about 30- 60% of 
early stage endometrial carcinomas.67 Tumours with 
dysregulation of this pathway might be candidates 
for selective mTOR inhibition such as everolimus 
and temsirolimus. Phase 2 studies have investigated 
the role of everolimus in patients with recurrent 
endometrial cancer refractory to previous cytotoxic 
agents. Single agent everolimus showed clinical 
benefit response, defined as confirmed complete or 
partial response or prolonged stable disease, in 22% 
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of patients at 20 weeks of treatment.68 Newer agents 
targeting this pathway are also in evaluation and 
include novel agents such as capivasertib, an oral 
AKT inhibitor.

CCNE1 amplification is prevalent in many gynae-
cological malignancies, including 40% of uterine 
carcinosarcomas and 7.5% of other uterine histolog-
ical subtypes.69 70 CCNE1 is oncogenic via its effect 
on cyclin E1, through which it dysregulates the cell 
cycle. Wee1 kinase inactivates cyclin E1 to control 
DNA replication, and therefore inhibition of Wee1 is 
a therapeutic target for CCNE1 mutant tumours.71 A 
recent phase 2 study of 34 patients examined the use 
of an oral Wee1 inhibitor, adavosertib, in patients 
with recurrent uterine serous cancer. The objective 
response rate was 30% with a tolerable side effect 
profile.72 Further evaluation of this agent, and other 
Wee1 inhibitors are ongoing.

The AT rich interacting domain containing protein 
1A (ARID1A) is oncogenic via its effects on chro-
matin remodelling in both ovarian and endometrial 
cancers. It is thought be an early mutation in both 
endometriosis related ovarian cancers, and in the 
progression from endometrial hyperplasia to invasive 
cancer. For this reason it has theoretical appeal for 
early diagnosis, but not yet demonstrated prospec-
tively.73 Loss of ARID1A has been associated with 
activation of the PI3K/AKT pathway, and ARID1A 
has been identified in up to 47% of low grade endo-
metrioid endometrial carcinomas, 60% of high 
grade endometrioid adenocarcinomas, and 11% of 
serous adenocarcinomas.73 Clinically, evaluation 

of tazemetostat, a small molecule inhibitor of EZH2 
(enhancer of zeste 2 polycomb repressive complex 
2 subunit), is under evaluation for its activity in 
ARID1A mutated ovarian and endometrial cancers in 
the GY014 study (NCT03348631). ARID1A has been 
previously demonstrated as a viable biomarker for 
EZH2 inhibition, having appeared to be enhanced in 
ARID1A mutated tumours.74–76

Other molecular markers have known prognostic 
implications that could eventually lead to targeted 
treatments. For example, L1 cell adhesion mole-
cule (L1CAM) overexpression identifies patients 
at increased risk of recurrence, particularly in 
patients with low and intermediate risk endome-
trial cancer.77 L1CAM blockade has shown modest 
benefit in mouse models, although its usefulness 
in human endometrial cancers has yet to be estab-
lished.78 79

Combining the ProMisE molecular algorithm with 
additional molecular markers provides the poten-
tial for a new range of treatment options. Figure  2 
demonstrates the variation from the historical histo-
pathological treatment algorithm to a molecularly 
driven treatment algorithm. This model is created 
from the conglomeration of existing data and poten-
tial outcomes from future trials, but is not a vali-
dated treatment algorithm. It is portrayed to present 
the movement into a molecularly driven treatment 
model. Future clinical trials will help elucidate if 
molecular based treatments should replace histo-
pathological based treatments, or if the two models 
should be combined.

Figure 2 | Examples of potential treating algorithms for primary endometrial cancer. The two treatment methods 
highlight the variation in treatment strategies. The histopathological algorithm relies solely on cancer stage and 
histopathological features, and the molecular algorithm highlights the multitude of tumour focused treatment 
strategies. Future studies will help determine whether one approach is superior to the other, or whether a 
combined analysis is more prudent. OR/PR=oestrogen/progesterone receptors: L1CAM=L1 cell adhesion molecule; 
Wnt=wingless related integration site; VEGF=vascular endothelial growth factor; mTor=mammalian target of 
rapamycin; HER2=human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; TP53=tumour protein 53; pMMR=mismatch repair 
proficient tumours; MSS=microsatellite stable; dMMR=mismatch repair deficient tumours; MSI- H=microsatellite 
instability, hypermutated; POLE=DNA polymerase ε
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Future treatments
Treatment for primary adjuvant and recurrent 
endometrial cancer is in an era of rapid advance-
ments. Additional practice changing regimens 
have already been conducted, with treatments 
such as checkpoint inhibition using single agent 
immunotherapy, and combination strategies. By 
far, immunotherapy has resulted in the greatest 
shift in treatment over the past decade. In addi-
tion to responding to a highly effective drug 
class, MMR genes also have a specific biomarker. 
Current clinical trials require inclusive molecular 
analysis as we shift to care tailored to tumours 
and patients.

Future treatments, based on open clinical 
trials, are largely reliant on molecular analysis 
(table 1). Immunotherapy has a large role in these 
investigations in trying to optimise the timing of 
this treatment, as well as determining the role 
of using the treatment over again. Furthermore, 
there are currently no approved maintenance 
treatments in endometrial cancer. As newer 
agents are developed, maintenance treatment is 
seeing early clinical successes. Finally, as newer 
drugs are in development, we are building on the 
range of available treatment options for recurrent 
or advanced disease.

Primary adjuvant treatment
Checkpoint inhibition has already shown effi-
cacy in recurrent endometrial cancer and is 
now being evaluated as primary adjuvant treat-
ment. The GY020 trial of 168 planned patients 
(NCT04214067) evaluates the addition of 
one year of pembrolizumab to standard- of- care 
radiotherapy in high intermediate risk dMMR 
tumours. This trial is randomised 2:1 for the 
pembrolizumab arm versus radiation alone with 
a primary endpoint of three year recurrence- free 
survival. The trial looks at the distant recurrence 
risk of patients at high intermediate risk in addi-
tion to the potential synergistic and abscopal 
effects of pembrolizumab and radiotherapy.80

The use of checkpoint inhibitors in primary 
treatment for advanced disease is also currently 
being thoroughly evaluated. Three major clin-
ical trials are evaluating this approach: RUBY 
(NCT03981796), GY018 (NCT03914612), and 
AtTend (NCT 03603184). Each trial uses the addi-
tion of dostarlimab (PD- L1 inhibitor), pembroli-
zumab (PD- 1 inhibitor), or atezolizumab (PD- L1 
inhibitor), respectively, to carboplatin and pacl-
itaxel treatment. The trials vary in the duration 
of treatment. Each trial is placebo controlled and 
dostarlimab is extended three years in RUBY after 
combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel 
versus 14 cycles of Q6 week dosing pembrolizumab 
in GY018, and atezolizumab is continued until 
progression of disease in AtTend. Stratification 

of these trials vary slightly as well, however, 
all are based around MMR/MSI- H status and 
include MSS tumours. This combination strategy 
is also being expanded to all high risk patients 
who would typically receive chemotherapy in 
the GOG3053/KEYNOTE- B21/ENGOT- en11 trial 
(NCT04634877). This trial models the combina-
tion of pembrolizumab with carboplatin and pacl-
itaxel, extending pembrolizumab treatment for 
six cycles beyond chemotherapy, but includes all 
high risk patients, including those with carcino-
sarcoma or early stage non- endometrioid cancer, 
or any TP53 aberrant tumour.

Two ongoing clinical trials are evaluating 
the use of immunotherapy in adjuvant treat-
ment compared with standard chemotherapy. 
The LEAP- 001 (NCT03884101) and GOG3064 
(NCT05173987) trials aim to eliminate the use 
of chemotherapy in primary adjuvant therapy. 
LEAP- 001 is a 1:1 randomisation of carboplatin 
and paclitaxel to a combination of lenvatinib and 
pembrolizumab in stage III/IV or recurrent endo-
metrial carcinomas. The eligibility criteria for this 
trial is selective for patients with worse disease 
after surgical resection, because it requires meas-
urable or radiographically apparent disease. 
Furthermore, this trial will also evaluate the toler-
ability comparison of these regimens by patient 
reported outcomes. Tolerability will probably be 
a key component of this trial because the toxicity 
profiles of these regimens is quite different. The 
duration of treatment also differs—lenvatinib/
pembrolizumab is used for two years while carbo-
platin/paclitaxel is used for the standard six 
cycles (18 weeks). GOG3064 has a similar eval-
uation, but eligibility limits this analysis to only 
patients with dMMR tumours. This trial evaluates 
single agent pembrolizumab versus carboplatin 
and paclitaxel with similar durations of treat-
ment. This trial also has a built- in crossover for 
patients who progress on chemotherapy to receive 
pembrolizumab on trial. If the results of these 
trials are positive, chemotherapy could become 
a second line or later line treatment option for 
endometrial cancer.

Maintenance treatment
Mutations in homologous recombination genes, 
including BRCA1 and BRCA2, identify ovarian 
cancer patients ho are likely to benefit from 
poly- ADP ribose polymerase inhibitors (PARPIs). 
Somatic BRCA gene mutations are known to be 
present in roughly 15% of patients with endome-
trial cancer, although the therapeutic implications 
of those mutations are yet to be demonstrated.81 
Preclinical data indicate that endometrial cancers 
deficient in PTEN are more sensitive to PARPIs 
than those proficient in PTEN.82 The trials DUO- E 
(NCT04269200) and RUBY part 2 (NCT03981796) 
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Table 1 | Ongoing clinical trials in endometrial cancer

Trial identifier
Disease characteristics in 
patient population Treatment arms Trial No

Primary adjuvant treatment
GY020 Stage I/II dMMR endometrioid 

tumours
Local radiation
Local radiation and pembrolizumab

NCT04214067

RUBY Advanced or recurrent disease Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and dostarlimab → 
dostarlimab every 6 weeks up to 3 years
Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and placebo → placebo

NCT03981796

GY018 Advanced or recurrent disease Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and pembrolizumab → 
pembrolizumab every 3 weeks up to 5 years
Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and placebo → placebo

NCT03914612

AtTEnd Advanced or recurrent disease Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and atezolizumab → 
atezolizumab every 3 weeks to disease progression
Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and placebo → placebo

NCT03603184

GOG3053/KEYNOTE- B21/
ENGOT- en11

Non- endometrioid stage I/
II with myometrial invasion 
TP53 aberrant tumours
Stage III/IV

Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and pembrolizumab → 
pembrolizumab, six cycles
Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and placebo → placebo

NCT04634877

LEAP001 Advanced or recurrent disease Carboplatin and paclitaxel
Lenvatinib and pembrolizumab

NCT03884101

GOG3064 Advanced or recurrent disease 
with dMMR tumours

Carboplatin and paclitaxel
Pembrolizumab

NCT05173987

Maintenance treatment
DUO- E Advanced or recurrent disease Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and placebo → placebo

Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and durvalumab → 
durvalumab every 4 weeks and placebo
Carboplatin and paclitaxel, and durvalumab → 
durvaulmab every 4 weeks and olaparib

NCT04269200

PARPI maintenance Advanced or recurrent disease Rucaparib until disease progression
Placebo

NCT03617679

SIENDO Stage IV or first relapse Selinexor until disease progression
Placebo

NCT03555422

Recurrent disease
GY012 Recurrent Cediranib

Olaparib
Olaparib and cediranib
Olaparib and capivasertib
Olaparib and durvalumab
Cediranib and durvalumab

NCT03660826

GOG3038/PODIUM/ENGOT- 
en12

Advanced or recurrent disease No previous treatment involving checkpoint 
inhibitors
MSI- H: retifanliimab; dMMR or POLE: retifanlimab
Previous treatment involving checkpoint inhibitors
Unselected: retifanlimab and epacadostat
Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1/2/3 mutation: 
retifanlimab and pemgatinib

NCT04463771

ADAGIO Recurrent or persistent uterine 
serous carcinomas

Adavosertib NCT04590248

GOG3039 Advanced or recurrent Abemaciclib and letrazole NCT04393285
Solely molecularly driven 
treatments
PORTEC- 4a Stage I/II, high intermediate 

risk
Favourable disease: observation
Intermediate: vaginal brachytherapy
Unfavourable: external beam radiation

NCT03469674

TAPER Stage I/II, high intermediate 
risk, POLE and p53 wild type

No treatment NCT04705649

RAINBO Stage I- IV TP53
Chemotherapy
Chemotherapy and olaparib
dMMR
Radiation
Radiation and durvalumab
No specific molecular profile
Chemoradiation
Radiation and megestrol acetate
POLE mutation
Observation

NCT05255653

Table does not include all ongoing trials, because more than 900 clinical trials for endometrial cancer were listed on ClinicalTrials.gov at time of publication. 
Arrows indicate the second stage of the trial. dMMR=mismatch repair deficient tumours; MSI- H=microsatellite instability, hypermutated; POLE=DNA 
polymerase ε; TP53=tumour protein p53; PARPI=poly- ADP ribose polymerase inhibitors.
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build off of the expected positive results of adding 
immunotherapy to primary chemotherapy with 
the addition of PARPI maintenance. DUO- E is 
a three arm study of patients with advanced or 
recurrent endometrial cancer who are naive to 
chemotherapy. The first arm is carboplatin and 
paclitaxel with placebo maintenance. The second 
arm adds durvalumab (PD- 1 inhibitor) to the 
chemotherapy and extends durvalumab treatment 
until disease progression. The third arm adds 
olaparib to durvalumab maintenance, evaluating 
the combination that is placebo controlled in arm 
2. Similarly, the RUBY part 2 trial has added the 
placebo controlled evaluation of maintenance 
with niraparib and dostarlimab (PD- 1 inhibitor). 
Single agent PARPI maintenance is also being 
evaluated in several trials, including the placebo 
controlled trial with rucaparib in NCT03617679. 
In each of these trials, BRCA/HRD status is being 
evaluated, but this factor will be a similarly effec-
tive biomarker as seen in ovarian cancer. The 
rational for treatment of a larger potential popu-
lation is more reliant on a PTEN mutation rather 
than BRCA/HRD status.

Selinexor is an oral nuclear export protein 
specific to inhibiting exportin 1 (XPO1). This 
inhibitor effectively blocks the transport of key 
cancer cell growth proteins from the nucleus 
to the cytoplasm, which can lead to cell cycle 
arrest and apoptosis. The SIENDO clinical trial 
is a 2:1 placebo controlled trial of 263 patients 
with oral Selinexor as maintenance treatment. 
Recently, this trial announced that it has met its 
primary endpoint of a significant improvement in 
progression- free survival of 5.7 months compared 
with 3.7 months for placebo (hazard ratio 0.70, 
P=0.0486). Subgroup analysis of the patients 
with TP53 wildtype showed an improvement in 
progression- free survival of 13.7 months with 
Selinexor treatment compared with 3.7 months 
for placebo (hazard ratio 0.375; 95% confidence 
interval 0.21 to 0.67; P<0.001.83 As the data from 
this trial matures, this approach could become 
the first approved maintenance treatment in 
endometrial cancer.

Recurrent disease
The evaluation of novel therapeutics dominates 
the evaluation of recurrent disease. GY012 
(NCT03660826) is a platform trial, with target 
accrual of 168 patients, with six arms evalu-
ating a multitude of treatments. The advantage 
of this trial is a true side- by- side comparison of 
these novel agents, rather than an attempt for 
cross trial analysis. The first three arms of this 
trial have completed enrolment and evaluate 
cediranib monotherapy as the reference arm, 
olaparib monotherapy and combination olaparib 
plus cediranib. Cediranib is an orally available 

tyrosine kinase inhibitor of vascular endothelial 
growth factor and therefore has anti- angiogenic 
properties. The combination with PARP inhi-
bition is believed to be effective based on the 
increased HRD properties induced by cediranib.84 
Recent evaluation of this combination in plat-
inum sensitive ovarian cancer indicated that the 
combination shows clinical activity but failed to 
improve progression- free survival compared with 
chemotherapy and had reduced patient reported 
outcomes.85 The three additional arms to this trial 
are the combinations of olaparib and capivasertib 
(an oral pan- AKT inhibitor targeting the PI3K/
AKT/mTOR pathway), olaparib and durvalumab, 
and finally cediranib with durvalumab.

GOG 3038/PODIUM/ENGOT- en12 
(NCT04463771) is an umbrella study using 
the biomarkers of MMR as well as FGFR gene 
mutations to evaluate retifanlimab (PD- 1 inhib-
itor), retifanlimab combined with epacadostat 
(indoleamine- 2,3- dioxygenase (IDO) 1 inhibitor), 
and retifanlimab combined with pemigatinib 
(an inhibitor to FGFR 1- 3). Epacadostat inhibits 
IDO1 by competitively blocking it, without inter-
fering with IDO2 or tryptophan 2,3- dioxygenase 
(TDO).86 Epacadostat has anti- tumour activity in 
some models, although is most effective when 
combined with other immunotherapy agents.86 87 
Pemigatinib inhibited FGFR 1- 3 phosphorylation 
and signalling and decreased cell viability in 
cancer cell lines with activating FGFR amplifi-
cations and fusions that resulted in constitutive 
activation of FGFR signalling.88

Another promising molecular target is Wee1 
inhibition. Liu et al reported on the promising 
results of a phase 2 trial using single agent adav-
osertib in recurrent uterine serous carcinomas.72 
In 34 patients, researchers found an objective 
response rate of 29.4% (95% confidence interval 
15.1% to 47.5%) with a median progression- free 
survival of 6.1 months and median duration of 
response of 9 months. Adavosertib (AZD1775) is 
a highly potent inhibitor of Wee1 kinase, which 
is a key regulator of the G2/M and S phase check-
points. Additionally, Wee1 inhibition can increase 
replication stress by inducing aberrant firing of 
replication origins and depletion of the nucleo-
tide pool. Preclinical studies suggest that Wee1 
inhibition results in anti- cancer activity, both 
as monotherapy in certain biomarker selected 
populations (eg, CCNE1 or MYC amplification), 
or in combination with chemotherapy or radia-
tion.72 89 90 This indication has led to the ADAGIO 
trial (NCT04590248), of approximately 120 
expected patients, which evaluates single agent 
adavosertib in recurrent or persistent uterine 
serous carcinomas with at least one previous 
chemotherapy regimen.
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GOG3039 (NCT04393285), with an accrual 
goal of 50 patients, evaluates a hormonal treat-
ment combination of letrozole (aromatase 
inhibitor) with abemaciclib. Abemaciclib is an 
inhibitor of CDK4 and CDK6. These kinases are 
activated on binding to D cyclins, and induce a 
cell cycle arrest via the G1 to S cell cycle check-
point. The cyclin D/CDK complex is downstream 
of oestrogen signalling, which is a potential syner-
gistic activity when combined with aromatase 
inhibitors.

Guidelines
Three major international guidelines commit-
tees (National Comprehensive Cancer Network, 
European Society for Medical Oncology, European 
Society of Gynaecological Oncology/European 
Society Radiation Oncology/European Society 
of Pathology)16 91 92 each give recommendations 
on molecular classification of endometrial carci-
noma. Consensus exists for classification of endo-
metrial cancer into the four Cancer Genome Atlas 
subclassifications of POLE, dMMR, copy number 
high, and copy number low (no specific molec-
ular profile) based on next generation sequencing 
and immunohistochemistry analysis. There is 
also uniformity in that these are currently diag-
nostic only. Posible treatments avaialable based 
on these biomarkers and available data are 
outlined in this manuscript. Full analysis might 
not be feasible at all locations for patient care and 
tumour analysis but should continue to be recom-
mended for possible therapeutic benefit.

Conclusion
The future treatments for endometrial cancer are 
very promising. The development of molecular 
analysis combined with novel agents and new 
drug classes have revolutionised precision medi-
cine for patients with endometrial cancer. Uterine 
risk factors have been used for decades to stratify 
risk and recommended treatments. Whether 
molecular analysis will replace or supplement this 
risk stratification model is unknown. However, 
our ability to treat patients with more options is 
clearly improving based on this knowledge.
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QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
 ⇒ Should molecular analysis be performed on all 

patients wtih endometrial cancer in the upfront 
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